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These are some of the phrases I’ve heard from my parents. I knew my sister was different, but I didn’t know what it meant for them. 
When I was finally old enough to understand, I began seeing the pain and struggles they went through. With the goal to make getting 
emotional and practical support easier and more accessible for parents of individuals with special needs, I started this project. 

폧밫햃삏멾싟픻혗쭻좣샓볓싟폃셓핯퍷밫햀샃샟��혗펳샃맻샟읯샟삏멾픻퍇뫛햃폃ힻ쟇�믳멾핯쭻좣샓볓펯쎟핓짳폻삏ힻ좫얋펯풏��쭻좣샓픿핯퀓햃픿쟇�햋앷햋�믳싟핯몥펯퐣뫛�뫷�
퀓뺗싟핯쟃�뺯쫯핯밫탗햌펯풏��믳얓켗헻삏퀓팿쇔싟뫷믳싟핓쭻좣샓핯혐켗헼핯뫛�탟ퟃ헼핳ힻ퓋픿셏몇�쐋셏큸몇혌퀓햃솿왘밫퓿핯왗혘읷탗햌몇숋펯풏�

Background
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Being a parent of individuals with special needs can be isolating, both physically and 
mentally. Often, they don’t socialize with their friends as much because they are so focused 
on meeting their child’s needs, or they pull away from friends and families because their 
journeys are so different. Social support is very important for their emotional state, but often 
times it’s not something that is immediately available to parents in the early days of diagnosis. 

퀓팿쇔핓쭻좣맻숗샟삏멾픻�줷잧헼픷왗쐋혐탛헼픷왗쾇푳숓삏핷핯밫솿샃샟��퀓팿쇔핓쭻좣샓싟픻햋뼻폋몇풏멾싟픿�
�몣훷펯퍷뫛�퀓팿쇔핓컘몸픻뼃줯뺓솿샟펌밫폋ힻ핳싟픿쟇뺓멫뺓캧쇔픿밫펯옰킰샃샟��쭻좣싟핓쟃핇�밻픿퓿�
캧헼ힻ퓋픻뼃줯뺓솿휌풏ힻ쟇�샻쭻쭿ힿ샣픿쨖픻�밫폋쨏왗솿풻픿쨖밫앻큸ힻ퍅킰샃샟�

˘핯훷삏˙�캧얇싟왗쭻�핓ힻ퓋핯휌풏ힻ쟇��밫홫�펯옰킰샃샟�

Support from people who “get it” is important, but it’s hard to !nd

혐켗헼핳ힻힻ췋쟇팿샃앷�탟풤헼핳뭋픜솿풏샃샟�

Parents need to be educated about their child’s condition to support and advocate for them fully. 
The information they need to know differs by each stage of development—infancy, childhood, 
adolescence, and adulthood. Parent education is exceptionally important in the child’s early stages, 
which is also the most common time when parents feel psychological distress. It is difficult for 
parents to be proactive in searching for information when they’re emotionally exhausted.

팿쇔핓캼�읷ힻힻ뫛햋뼻싟픿퐣헿샻쪻밫퓿켗쭻좣싟픻뭋픜픿풏왗샃샟��폼팿�팿쇔밫��쾇뼿밫�켬핳밫뱇ힻ팿쇔핓쨗샧샣몿쟃샟�
풏혐쫯싟핯샧앷ힻ훛��쭻좣뭋픜픻팿쇔핯�밫샣몿폋햃픿썇�샻쭻쭿핓쭻좣맻혐탛헼픷왗맻햠뫛�픿쨖삏믳퀗맿�뺓휌풏샃샟��
혐켗헼픷왗�ힿ숓삏퀗맿픿샻찿켗짳잧혐쫯읷�밫앻쭻좣싟폋몇멫핓쮃맻삠샃샟��

Not only emotional support, they also need practical education

Problems
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Pre-produced short audio where we invite parents to talk about their stories and 
journeys, as well as advice and encouragement to other parents. Parents can check-in 
and listen to a new episode everyday to feel comfort and strength to continue their days.

퐟삓핓핯퍷밫삏짳잧뽴핇숗ퟢ픻핇켬핷햀샃샟��퐟삓핓핯퍷밫읷�쭻좣싟픻햋탛핓핯퍷밫읷뺓뿿뫛�켗왗폋몇홫펳뫷�
몤옟읷샃샟��쭻좣싟픻펯폋켗쟟핷컃왗풯퐟삓핓핯퍷밫읷싟픷졯켗웣읷캯팿먃픿펶뫛�퍃픿삋빿퀓햃킰샃샟�

Today’s Story

퐟삓핓핯퍷밫
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Every moment is worth celebrating, no matter how small. Parents can share their moments with text, photo, video, and audio. The posts are 
organized based on their location and similarity of child’s condition, so they have a higher chance of continuing their relationship in real life. 

좣싛퀗맿싟픻혐솿퐻뫻몿폁핯�쨖팿퍷쟃썀샃샟��쭻좣싟픻햋탛핓퀗맿싟픿믻�캧ힿ�폼캼믳잧뫛핇켬픷왗뺓쀇퀓햃킰샃샟��핯옂몇쾇휌퀗맿싟픿�
샯픻킟싟픻퓿�퐻팿쇔핓캼�핓픛캧솿읷밫쨓픷왗혐쇃숓펯햃펯�탟컘폋켗솿샟읳쭻좣싟뫷뫻몿읷핯펯뺓먃퀓햃삏밫맻숤샃샟�

Share Your Moments

샴탛핓퀗맿싟픿뫰픛켳풏
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While the smallest thing usually makes parents feel ecstatic, it’s not rare that they feel 
frustrated or in a mentally low spot. Solace provides a safe space where parents can 
express their frustrations anonymously and get support from each other.

팿훷햌픻핷싟픻썇썇왗쭻좣싟픿줯�핯뺓밫칓몇쟇싟밫솿ힻ쟇픷왗믳엧핷싟핯�
쭻좣폋몇�횇혃먋픿훷삏핷솿싗줷ힻ퍅킰샃샟��4PMBDF삏쭻좣싟핯핰좀픷왗햋탛핓횇혃먋픿�
뫛켗왗폋몇ힻ퓋픿훷뫛쨖픿퀓햃삏퍃헿뫰맿픿혗뫰샃샟�

Support Each Other

켗왗읷ힻힻ훷밫
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Parents can also request a 1:1 support with a parent mentor who has 
walked their walk. They simply need to write out their concerns, and 
Solace will find a perfect peer mentor to support them emotionally. 

먔픻밳픿멳펯맿쭻좣졓�폋몇���솿풻픿풏�퀓햃킰샃샟��뫛짷픿맿샣헼밫쟇졯�
4PMBDF맻혐켗헼핳솿풻픿훿퀓햃삏쌬쟙삏쭻좣졓�읷�팿휈샃샟�

One-on-one Peer Mentoring

핷샻핷졓�잼
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Advice from professionals are for sure useful and worthy, but there are just 
some things that they can’t resolve because most of the time, they don’t know 
what it’s really like. In Solace, parents can discuss about topics that are not 
normally discussed elsewhere, including puberty and dealing with false charges. 
They can ask questions, give answers, and learn from each other’s experiences. 

헿줳맻폋몇쨖삏홫펳픻픛풤뫛맻�햃ힻ쟇�ힿퟗ풏멾싟픿몫훷ힻ좶샃샟��샻쭻쭿핓몸풫폋삏핯몇펯쎟�
캼핳ힻ햓퍇ힻ좶밫썇줳핯훛��4PMBDF폋켗쭻좣싟픻핷쨓헼픷왗샟읳뫮폋켗삏샟웣펯ힻힻ퍅삏훷혗싟폋샻�
뽷핓퀓햃킰샃샟��캧�밫뺓줯뫛캼폋샻�삏쨤쪐싟뫷먔픻멾싟핯풏��ퟃ줳뫛샰쪻픿쨖픷졯켗샟읳캧얇싟핓�
몸픿�쨫풳퀓햃킰샃샟�

Discuss

핓몧뺓뿿밫
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Solace provides paid seminars by verified experts and curates them based 
on a child’s developmental stages. Every seminar is online, so parents don’t 
need to worry about having to make time to go to a venue. Live seminars 
include a Q&A session with the experts, but parents can also watch the 
recorded version if they’re not available to join the live session. 

4PMBDF삏멻힘숗헿줳맻맻ힿ삏픛웇켳짳뺓읷팿쇔핓쨗샧샣몿폋쌫앷켛쪿켗혗뫰샃샟��좣싛켳짳뺓삏�
퐣앷핳픷왗ힿ숓밫썇줳폋핯쇔탗맿픿쌫왗쟇싟밫퓿멬혐풏맻폁킰샃샟��탟탗맿켳짳뺓폋켛헿줳맻퐻�
ퟃ핓핌샰픿퀓햃킰샃샟��쟇퍸탟탗맿픷왗�켘퀓폁샟ힻ앷솿�뽴숗폼캼픷왗탗�퀓햃킰샃샟�

Learn Together through Seminars

켳짳뺓읷�볓쨫퓇맻풏
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It was from my personal experience. My 
sister has ADHD and a Mild Intellectual 
Disability (she’s bright, loving, loves to bake 
cookies     and grow tomatoes!     ). As I grew 
up, I came to understand that there are some 
challenges my parents went through (and are 
going through), that are not experienced by 
other parents of typically developing children. 
I thought it would be nice if there is a platform 
that can connect parents going through the 
same experience, to navigate this special 
journey together. 

I think I was able to do this project for a long 
time because the topic is what I’m really 
interested in. Also, people around me are 
amazingly supportive and care about me a 
lot, so this is also the reason I still have the 
motivation to continue the project for a pretty 
long time.  

Choose a topic that you are truly interested 
in, because during 2 semesters, it’s so easy 
to lose motivation if you’re doing something 
you’re not really interested in. 

Also, try to do your user study as early as 
possible, so you have more time to develop 
your concept and validate it. When you get to 
Creative Design 2, you will be busy planning 
the Design Show and preparing your exhibition 
materials, so you won’t have much time to 
develop the concept. 

Lastly, always do your best but don’t be too 
hard on yourself. Eat your meals, take a break 
once in a while, and enjoy the process! 

How did you come up with 
the idea of your project? 

How could you work on your 
project for a long time?

Any advice for future students 
of Creative Design 1 and 2?

Epilogue
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I think I learned a lot from this project. Doing 
a project from start to finish, making my own 
plan, and doing all the research and user 
study individually was not easy. I learned how 
to manage my time between this exhibition 
project, other projects, and classes. I think I 
have a little bit better time management skill 
and I became more independent as a designer 
through this experience. 

Take it easy. I would tell myself that this is just 
the first step of many other projects to come, 
that I don’t have to (and won’t) make the best 
service in the world through this project. Don’t 
be afraid to ask for help from people around 
you, because more often than not, they are 
willing to help. Talk to people when you are 
having a hard time, and hang in there :)

I’d like to thank Professor Hwang Kim for 
guiding me throughout this project. 

I’d also like to thank my family and all of my 
friends who cheered me on and encouraged 
me every time I was feeling down.

How did you grow as a designer 
by doing this exhibition?

If you cold turn back time, what 
advice would you give yourself?

Anything else you want to 
say to anyone?
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